
HMW have functionality/

statistics important for

benefit administrators,

TPAs and consultants

The Design Sprint can be an emotional ride

But it's also a lot of fun

There's one big goal for each day of the sprint

Name of

Customer 1

9:00am

1

ORGANIZE HMWs 

Mike O'Sullivan

LIGHTNING DEMOS

Jude Mike Guzzi

Dean

RonAshu

SheenaAnneScott

LONG-TERM GOAL

⚡️ 1. MAP MAP ‣ SKETCH ‣ DECIDE ‣ PROTOTYPE ‣ TEST

Plan

Sponsor

First we'll show them

the existing Sponsor

Center demo

We'll then show

them how to

customize the view

And we'll ask them what

information would be

useful to have on the

landing page view

Ask if this meets

their expectations.

What's still missing?

Magic wand? What

would they do

differently?

Are there other sites or

apps that they like. What

do they like about those

apps/sites?

What do they think

they can do on this

new page?

⚡️ 2. SKETCH MAP ‣ SKETCH ‣ DECIDE ‣ PROTOTYPE ‣ TEST ⚡️ 3. DECIDE MAP ‣ SKETCH ‣ DECIDE ‣ PROTOTYPE ‣ TEST ⚡️ 5. TEST MAP ‣ SKETCH ‣ DECIDE ‣ PROTOTYPE ‣ TEST

MAP SKETCH DECIDE PROTOTYPE TEST

Notes  Ideas Crazy 8 Solution Sketch

⚡️ DESIGN SPRINT

Sponsor Center Refresh

1. Decider

Client Audiences

(Govt, Union, etc.)

Variability /

Flexibility

Timely, accurate

and relevant info

DISCOVER LEARN START USING
END

GOAL

Map +

Target

C-Suite

from

Existing

Sponsor

Mike O

Show the new home

page focused on

folks like them

We'll show them that the

content is focused on

people with similar roles

and how they can

customize the page

Then focus more on the

personalization, Goal

Setting, PH Score,

Insights, Modeling,

Results, benchmarks

and finally on our solutions,

how they have helped other

plans like them, and how our

solution can benefit their

plan(s)

What should we test with our customer to answer our questions?

Drawing of the

experience step 1

Drawing of the

experience step 2

Drawing of the

experience step 3

Catchy title

A solution sketch Solution sketches during "Art Museum"

Customers get

control of finances

through saving

1. MAP

Introductions

Explain the sprint

Long-Term Goal

Sprint Questions

Ask the Experts

How Might We

Map

Target

2. SKETCH

Warm Up

Kick off research sprint

Lightning Demos

Divide or Swarm

The Four-Step Sketch

3. DECIDE

Art Museum

Heat Map

Speed Critique

Straw Poll

Supervote

Winners & Maybe-Laters

Rumble or All-in-One

Fake Brand Names

Storyboard

4. PROTOTYPE

Pick the right tools

Divide and Conquer

Build the Prototype

Do a trial run

5. TEST

Customer Interviews

Taking Notes / Keeping Score

Wrap Up

BACKGROUND MATERIAL

Mike O'Sullivan

User Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4 Step 5 Step 6 Step 7 Step 8

SCHEDULE

Mike O'Sullivan

ASK THE EXPERTS + HOW MIGHT WE

If they use

infrequently, they

often lose access to

the site

How might we make it

easy to use and

access accurate

information?

How do we make it

available mobile

(responsive/app)?

How do we make it

timely and relevant?

Appeal to the CFO, Head

of HR?  Make plan for

efficient/save more

money?  Offer webinar to

get them to come?

How do we grab

their attention?

How can we make it

easy for Advisors to see

everything for all of their

plans - book of business

view?

How can we

differentiate?

Show advisors how

we've added value

for plans in their

book?

How do we help

them stop $ leaving

the plan?

How do we get the

c-suite to want to

come?  

In two years time we

will have the best

sponsor site in the

industry and we will be

the gold standard

Increase product/

service adoption and

drive better FW

results

In 12-18 months, Sponsors and

Advisors will be recommending

Prudential to other Advisors and

decision-makers at other

companies because of our

Sponsor Center.

To make ourselves

highly desirable to

clients over

competitors

SPRINT QUESTIONS

Invest in the wrong

capabilities

Create a UX

experience that is

not used

The site does not get

visited at all by C-

Suite or Advisors

Lose funding

necessary

development

Funding stops

Competitor's can

improve their

capabilities beyond

ours

Can / will / are ...?

We could develop

things that users do

not value

External uncontrollable

event not allowing

sponsors to focus on

their retirement plan

Not thinking big/bold

enough

Will Advisors and C-

suite level folks find

the data/info they

need?

We stop at MVPs and

don't follow through

with continued

enhancement

Will users in different roles

all be able to find relevant

data so they can make

decisions and do complete

required tasks?

ELT/SLT directives to

focus on other

priorities

Will Sponsors and

Advisors know about

our improvements?

The technology

solution becomes

obsolete in a few

years

Can we create an

experience that

differentiates us from

our competition?

We try to be all things to

all users without

customizing experience

to specific user types.

ART MUSEUM + SPEED CRITIQUE

THE FOUR-STEP SKETCH

SOLUTION SKETCHES

5 min Be super optimistic. If everything goes perfectly from now till launch and

beyond, where will we be in 12-18 months?

Vote on the best long-term goal to align the team (1 vote per person) 5 min Be pessimistic: What could go wrong? Translate your fear into a yes/no question. Vote on biggest risks (2 votes per person)

5 min
Straw poll is a non-binding vote to gauge the group's opinion. 

Each team member (but the Decider!) gets one or two votes.

1. Vote using MURAL's voting system, but afterward, record the results

with these big red dots. Briefly explain your vote to the group  (2 votes

per person)

STRAW POLL SUPERVOTE

15–30 min each
Interview experts from your sprint team and guests from the outside. Ask about the vision, customer research, how things work, and previous

efforts. Pretend you're a reporter. Update Long-Term Goal, Sprint Question, and Map as you go. Meanwhile, capture How Might We notes when

you hear something interesting. For example, How Might We explain the security features to skeptical customers?

1. Vote on most promising questions, yellow  (8 votes/pp.)15 min
Great, you've captured A LOT of HMWs. Now it's time to prioritize. Select a maximum of 10 HMWs from your

board and paste them on this board in no particular order. With the rest of the team, organize these HMWs in

groups. As soon as you have a name for a group, create an orange label. One word should be enough. Like:

"Performances" "Sales" ... 2. Vote on most important theme, orange   (1 votes/pp.) discuss results.

NOTE-N-MAP

DISCOVER LEARN START USING END

GOAL

Mike Guzzi

Plan

Sponsor 

Sponsor Center dashboard

shows metrics relevant to

sponsors decision-making

role and product type 

Metrics enforced by

relevant insights and

benchmarking

Insights/benchmarking

tied to actions the

sponsor can take to

optimize plan

See case studies that

reinforce potential

outcomes to the client

and plan particpants

Self-service adoption

capabilities to take

immediate action

Monitor the

performance of

adopted solutions.

Model solutions and

project impact and

cost 

DISCOVER LEARN START USING
END

GOAL

Dean

Advisor

Adviosr is preparing for

an interaction with a

client and wants to

review plan performance

Advisor reviews plan

performance and has

benchmarks of the plans

performance vs other plan in

their book plus all Pru plans

Advisor is guided to

areas of plan

performance to discuss

and is guided to

potential solutions

Potential solutions are

integrated into clients

plan and shows impact

to plan results and costs

DISCOVER LEARN START USING
END

GOAL

Ashu

User Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4 Step 5 Step 6 Step 7 Step 8

DISCOVER LEARN START USING
END

GOAL

Sheena

Prospective

Client

Capabilities are

highlighted in RFP

and demos are

provided

We get invited to a

finalist presentation

At finalist presentation

we do a live demo and

facilitate q&a and

demonstrate our

differentiators 

Follow ups/Site visit - if

further questions are

asked we ensure they

have all info to make

decision

We get WIN 

Client is onboarded

and trained on how

to use site 

Client Uses new site

DISCOVER LEARN START USING
END

GOAL

Scott

User Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4 Step 5 Step 6 Step 7 Step 8

15 min

Individually map the user's current experience, with all its flaws. Don't improve things or add new ideas. 

45 min
Follow the Note-n-Map process: 

https://sprintstories.com/the-design-sprint-note-n-map-a9bf0ca88f51

Vote on the most important customer and one target moment. The

team can weigh in, but the Decider makes the call.

3 min per demo One at a time, show us inspiring products, services or experiences. Look outside of your industry or field.

Be visual: show websites, photos, videos... and tell us what is so cool about them. We'll capture standout ideas as screengrabs and paste them on your board.

20 min Get some sheets and paper, listen to quiet music

and write down everything what's on your mind

regarding the problem. Don't stop writing. Look at

the most voted HMW, the Map, the Lightning

demos... These notes are just for you, you won't

share with anyone. 

Follow the instructions in the book, but make this an “offline” activity

for your team. In other words, people should work on paper, and you

don’t need to sit there on Zoom while everyone sketches.

20 min Time to get visual. Try not to write anything but

doodle interesting ideas or solutions instead. 

Ugly is OK, no one will see this!

8 min This is stressful, but fun! 

- Fold a sheet of paper 4 times

- Unfold to make a grid with 8 boxes

- Quickly sketch 8 ideas in 8 minutes, one in each box. 

- You can try rapid variations of similar ideas. 

- Don't show it to anyone.

45 min This one will be shared with others, and you won't

be able to explain your concept so it has to be super

clear and self-explanatory. Each A4 (letter) sheet is

one potential solution to the Sprint Challenge.

45 min
- Add 3 sticky notes on an A4 (letter) sheet. 

- Draw on the stickies what the user sees: it could be a webpage, an experience, a video, etc.

- Each sticky note is a new step. Guide us through your experience. Focus on what is new and interesting.

- If necessary, you may add some side notes.

- Words are VERY important but ugly drawings are okay!

- Give it a catchy title

- Don't write your name, it has to be anonymous.

- Your solution must be self-explanatory because you will NOT be able to give us a sales pitch later

START STORYBOARD

15 min Individually: Think about the tests on Day 5, what are we going to show to our testers? in which order? 

Think about an open scene for the prototype: a fake news article? an ad on social media? 

Vote on best way to test your hypothesis (1 vote/pp.)

STORYBOARD

1:30
Take about 20 minutes to look at all the concepts silently. Create a heatmap by adding little green dots on ideas that you like.

You can vote for yours of course. There's no limit to the number of dots you can use.

After this first round, you and your team will discuss standout ideas in a structured way. 3-5 minutes per sketch. 

CUSTOMER INTERVIEWS

TAKING NOTES  / KEEPING SCORE

1h The storyboard is the blueprint for your prototype. Don't forget an opening scene: How do customers normally encounter your product or service? 

Do testers stop and watch the video on the

homepage?

5 - yes watched it 4 - watched it

5 - yes

3 - yes he watched it

but didn't reach the

end

Is the video enough to give all the important

informations about our service?

Question?

Question?

Question?

Question?

Question?

Question?

Question?

Question?

Question?

Question?

Customer 1

4 - watched it but not

until the end

5 - yes, saw it right

away

3 - video works but

it's probably not

enough to answer all

the questions

2 -  maybe extend

video?

1 - I'd say no: we need

to add more text

content on the

homepage

3 - video is a good

introduction, but he

had some questions

about pricing

2 - We need more

content

1 - NO :(

5 - yes totally 5 - it worked 5 - yes loved it

4 - maybe voice over

is not loud enough

5 - "I like the

soundtrack"
5 - yes!!

3 - video is the right

media for him, but he

didn't remember the

name of the service

2 - loved the video

but didn't get our

service

3 - at least he liked

the music, but it

didn't deliver 

2 - content is not

clear enough

2 - We need more

content

3 - we need to bring

pricing before

WRAP UP

Way to go! You just completed a full Remote Design Sprint  🎉

1 - big fail 2 - not working 3 - somewhat neutral 4 - positive 5 - worked perfectly

Legend

5 min The Decider makes the ultimate decision about which solutions to

test. Whatever they choose, we will prototype!

Vote Decider only. Please explain your votes to the team and your

strategy about prototyping! 

60 min / test Interviewer shows the prototype to each customer, watches, asks questions, and listens. 

Phase 1 Phase 5 Phase 6

UNDERSTAND DEFINE VALIDATE

A few ground rules

1. Trust the process (it works!)

2. Please show up on time (we have a tight schedule)

3. The sprint is about focus (no multitasking/email/news/social media please)

4. There will be plenty of breaks

5. Keep your video on as much as possible!

Ready? Let's go ⚡️

The sprint is a five-day process for answering critical

business questions through design, prototyping, and

testing ideas with customers. Developed by Jake Knapp

and John Zeratsky at Google Ventures, it’s a “greatest

hits” of business strategy, innovation, behavior science,

design thinking, and more—packaged into a battle-

tested process that any team can use.

Amzn

What's a Design Sprint?

30 min
Have each person fill out their own worksheet below. Then give everyone three minutes to share their Wrap Up with the group.

Let the Decider go last so they can summarize everything they heard and make a decision about what to do.

Name

What should we do next week?

Your answer here

[Sprint question #1]?

Your answer here

⚡️ 0. SET THE STAGE

For details, check out thesprintbook.com/remote
Open link

To reimagine a more unified Sponsor Center

valuable to Advisors and Sponsor C-Suite and

Client Service alike

⚡️ TEAM

2. Facilitator 3.UX Design 4.DC Segment 5.Marketing 6.CR & BD

7. Sales

⚡️ EXPERTS

1. Advisors Sales Support 2. Technology 3.Key Accounts 4.CSM Front Lines

Clients seek us out because we've improved Digital Ease of Doing Business with Prudential

for all users (Sponsors, Intermediaries and internal users) resulting in 97% retention of

profitable business and $20m growth in annual revenue (from $40m-60m)

When you're finished with your Solution Sketch,

take a photograph and email/text it to the facilitator

(973-250-4251)

The Prototype Mindset

- You can prototype anything

- Prototypes are disposable

- Build just enough to learn, but not more

- The prototype must appear real

Use this space to write text, collect images,

split up the work, whatever!

Name of

Customer 2

10:30am

2

Name of

Customer 3

12:30pm

3

Name of

Customer 4

2:00pm

4

Name of

Customer 5

3:30pm

5

Use the Design Sprint Scorecard

Or this board, which sticks closer to the original instructions in the book

Voltagecontrol

Customer 2 Customer 3 Customer 4 Customer 5

Do we need another Design Sprint? If so, what do we need to learn?

Your answer here

Can we reach our Long-Term Goal with this approach?

Your answer here

[Sprint question #2]?

Your answer here

[Sprint question #3]?

Your answer here

Name

What should we do next week?

Your answer here

[Sprint question #1]?

Your answer here

Do we need another Design Sprint? If so, what do we need to learn?

Your answer here

Can we reach our Long-Term Goal with this approach?

Your answer here

[Sprint question #2]?

Your answer here

[Sprint question #3]?

Your answer here

Name

What should we do next week?

Your answer here

[Sprint question #1]?

Your answer here

Do we need another Design Sprint? If so, what do we need to learn?

Your answer here

Can we reach our Long-Term Goal with this approach?

Your answer here

[Sprint question #2]?

Your answer here

[Sprint question #3]?

Your answer here

Name

What should we do next week?

Your answer here

[Sprint question #1]?

Your answer here

Do we need another Design Sprint? If so, what do we need to learn?

Your answer here

Can we reach our Long-Term Goal with this approach?

Your answer here

[Sprint question #2]?

Your answer here

[Sprint question #3]?

Your answer here

Name

What should we do next week?

Your answer here

[Sprint question #1]?

Your answer here

Do we need another Design Sprint? If so, what do we need to learn?

Your answer here

Can we reach our Long-Term Goal with this approach?

Your answer here

[Sprint question #2]?

Your answer here

[Sprint question #3]?

Your answer here

Name

What should we do next week?

Your answer here

[Sprint question #1]?

Your answer here

Do we need another Design Sprint? If so, what do we need to learn?

Your answer here

Can we reach our Long-Term Goal with this approach?

Your answer here

[Sprint question #2]?

Your answer here

[Sprint question #3]?

Your answer here

Name

What should we do next week?

Your answer here

[Sprint question #1]?

Your answer here

Do we need another Design Sprint? If so, what do we need to learn?

Your answer here

Can we reach our Long-Term Goal with this approach?

Your answer here

[Sprint question #2]?

Your answer here

[Sprint question #3]?

Your answer here

Name

What should we do next week?

Your answer here

[Sprint question #1]?

Your answer here

Do we need another Design Sprint? If so, what do we need to learn?

Your answer here

Can we reach our Long-Term Goal with this approach?

Your answer here

[Sprint question #2]?

Your answer here

[Sprint question #3]?

Your answer here

Name

What should we do next week?

Your answer here

[Sprint question #1]?

Your answer here

Do we need another Design Sprint? If so, what do we need to learn?

Your answer here

Can we reach our Long-Term Goal with this approach?

Your answer here

[Sprint question #2]?

Your answer here

[Sprint question #3]?

Your answer here

Name

What should we do next week?

Your answer here

[Sprint question #1]?

Your answer here

Do we need another Design Sprint? If so, what do we need to learn?

Your answer here

Can we reach our Long-Term Goal with this approach?

Your answer here

[Sprint question #2]?

Your answer here

[Sprint question #3]?

Your answer here

EXPLAIN THE SPRINT

This template was created by Steph Cruchon (Design Sprint Ltd), Jake Knapp, John Zeratsky, and Jackie Colburn.

The authors retain all rights, except for duplication and use in facilitation of remote design sprints.

Can we build trust

with new customers?

EXAMPLE

Mike Guzzi

How might we...

effectively incorporate

case studies to meet C-

suites' needs?

HMW clearly

communicate the value

of plan design changes

and solutions?

HMW support mobile

responsiveness for

sponsor?

HWM provide

solutions/value to C-

suites without

pushing products?

HMW determine

which insights are the

most relevant to

decision-makers?

HMW integrate DYK

insights to

encourage plan

optimization?

HMW provide value

specifically to

Advisors?

HMW personalize

based on specific

user interests?

HMW serve different

content to different

types of users?

HMW do Quick Links

more effectively to allow

direct navigation to

internal pages?

HMW develop a tiered approach to

getting the user to the content they

need:  1. Customization based on

user type 2. Personalization based

on preferences 3. Guidance/

automation  to get to internal content

directly

HMW provide value to

Taft/Gov't trustees to

encourage them to use

the Sponsor site?

Jude

How might we provide

current compliance

information on the site

How might we save

money for plans and

show that on the site

How might we lessen

the need for direct

communication with

client reps

How might we avoid

selling products we

feel are beneficial to

plans

How might we

choose metrics that

interest our target

audience

How might we provide

day to day folks with

quick catered content

while engaging more

senior folks

HMW cater content

depending on the

users role

HMW make the site

responsive,

especially payroll

functionality

How might we display

comparisons with

matching contributions

and participant retirement

readiness

HMW reduce emails

sent to clients

HMW allow

customization of

content clients want

to see

HMW show plan

level alerts

Dean

How might we... ?

HMW insure that we

are delivering value

to the audiences

HMW deliver data in

new ways that

provide new value to

advisors

HMW - leverage

insight we already

have and place on

site for C-suite

HMW - deliver

communications to

advisors through the

site

HMW - connect our

existing value add of

business building

programs for advisors

HMW HMW HMW HMW HMW HMW

Ashu

How might we... ?
HMW do better

reporting

HMW better show

what's going on in

the industry

HMW have a mobile

app /way to interact

via mobile

HMW show a better

finance view that helps

make plans efficient,

save money

HMW show advisor

all plans in one place

HMW show selective

product information

based on client

needs

HMW get more traction

with HR and benefits

managers in terms of

using the sponsor site

HMW make sponsor

site the one place

where they come for

information

HMW get away from

click based navigation

and make content more

interactive and intuitive

HMW show more

personalized

content 

HMW show

important things

front and center

Ron

HMW - Visualize the

most important

information for C-

suite folks

HMW - Make sure

the data we show is

timely and accurate

HMW - Create a best

of class experience

on all devices

HMW - Learn from

usage which data is

most important/

relevant

HMW - Bring

reporting data to the

forefront

HMW - Make certain

data as close to real-

time as possible

HMW - Make sure

we ONLY display

information that is

important

HMW - Show Advisors

an experience that helps

them prove that we're

the best choice 

HMW - Provide

executives the tools to

understand why we're

helping them save and

grow

HMW - Leverage the

data we have to show

comparative info/data

HMW - Stand a part

from out competition in

showing industry data

HMW - Create the

ability to iterate after

going live with new

features/functionality

Anne

HMW - stand out in

terms of value in a

very competitive

environment 

HMW - serve both

plan sponsors and

advisors:

HMW - create

relevant and timely -

not stale

information?

HMW - appeal to the

C-Suite's desire to

see numbers?

HMW - provide fresh,

actionable insights to

customers?

HMW - show the growth,

(or dropoff) show the

results / consequences

to justify sponsor costs.

HMW - focus conversations

toward acting on relevant,

new  information instead of

the everyday recordkeeping,

etc.

HMW - Model plans

and provide accurate

reports

HMW - highlight

what's happening in

the industry -

compliance, etc.

HMW - create a

great mobile

experience desired

by the audience?

HMW utilize test cases

to demonstrate the

value of calls to action? 

HMW - avoid the

hard sell - pushy

approach?

Sheena

How might we... ?

HMW - make life

easier for the

administrators

HMW - make it

easier to access

(mobile) 

HMW - market the

site to the C- suite 

HMW - include more

insights and market

trends 

HMW - make the

advisor center more

of a value add 

HMW - streamline

content to advisors

using the advisor

center

HMW - simplify the site

to make info easy to find

depending on needs

(personalized

dashboard?)  

HMW

HMW - migrate

everything to the

new experience (off

of legacy) 

HMW - reduce clicks 

HMW - incorporate

analytics to identify

patterns  

Scott

Sales View:

Reporting and asset

value

Sales View:

Regulatory news

Sales View; Basic

view on Mobile

device

Sponsor Center:

Avoid the hardsell

Advisor: Show the

growth insights and

Need to keep user

coming back to the

site to prevent

inactivity

Send Alert on Cost

Savings opportunity,

data insight

Store

communications

Personalize to

relevant content

Quick link to

commonly used tool

Challenges: role

based limiatiions

Assisted guidance /

Chatbot on what

you want to do

today

DISCOVER LEARN START USING
END

GOAL

Jude

C-Suite

Call to alert about

new changes

catered to them

Setup Zoom meeting

to screenshare

Point out the

Multiyear Strategy

Show Benchmarking

against competitors

Show Pru articles

section that help

plans and their

particpants

Ask if there are other

information they'd

like to see

Follow up on

feedback on a

personal level, no

surveys

Usage of site increases:

Increase in purchase of

Products and services 

DISCOVER LEARN START USING
END

GOAL

Ron

Plan Sponsor

administrator

Co-create the

experience with

admins

Personalize site

based on historic

actions

Visit sponsor site

because it's the

fastest most efficient

way

Realize that process

is more simple and

streamlined 

User becomes

promotor of

Prudential's

DISCOVER LEARN START USING
END

GOAL

Anne

Potential

Jumbo

Customer

Link sent in RFP
Impressed by new

Sponsor Center
Step 3 Step 4 Step 5 Step 6 Step 7

New Jumbo

customer is

onboarded

9:30–11:00am 11:15am–12:30pm 1:30–3:00pm 3:15–4:30pm

C-suite level 

Sponsor

Mike G

Customization by

role capability

Personalization by

personal

preferences

capability.

Re-envisioned

dashboard with score,

insights, modeling, key

metrics and actions

Goal setting and

solution performance

monitoring/rating

What should we test with our customer to answer our questions?

Plan Administrator

Jude

Show the role section, would

you ever want to view what

executives or advisors prefer to

see, such as metrics, insights,

or things to make decisions on?

Show Customization

Tool - Is hiding and

showing sections of the

site something you

would use?

Show the the recent and

frequently visited, Alerts

section, would you use

that often?

Show Plan Health 360, is

that something you'd like

fixed on the homepage?

What should we test with our customer to answer our questions?

Advisor

Dean

Content that is

customized to their

need

Rolled up view of

their clients info

Marketing content to

position new

services/products

What should we test with our customer to answer our questions?

Ron

What should we test with our customer to answer our questions?

Tester

Ashu

We'll show this and this and this and finally this

What should we test with our customer to answer our questions?

Tester

Sheena

We'll show this and this and this and finally this

What should we test with our customer to answer our questions?

Tester

Anne

We'll show this and this and this and finally this

What should we test with our customer to answer our questions?

Tester

Scott

High value and relevant

content for CFO, CEO and

HR/Benefit on plan

insights and solutions to

meet goals

Show ability to add

Goal Setting on

Sponsor Center

Show advisors and

Executive committees

the ability to customize

view on Sponsor Center

Alert (email/text) CFO, CEO,

Head of Benefits on change in

Rock Solid Plan Score, new

solution, new regulations that

deep link them to Sponsor

Cetner

What should we test with our customer to answer our questions?

EXAMPLE

⚡️ 4. PROTOTYPE MAP ‣ SKETCH ‣ DECIDE ‣ PROTOTYPE ‣ TEST

AGENDA

This is a title...

�

https://prudentialus-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/

personal/john_consigli_prudential_com/

EnWvjyjwdLdNrkAP00UrF-

MB13GzFvJw4vDVMg4vaPinDg?e=phcuO4

John Consigli &

Caryn Gallis

Michael

O'Sullivan &

Michael Guzzi

Jude Niosi &

Ron Seidel

Anne Thibeault Dean Houldcroft Scott Taylor

Sheena

McConal

8. Technology

Ashu Yadav

Michael Mcatamney &

Meris Muminovic (CSM

Front Lines) 

Deepak Maruvapalli William Evans, Michael

Mccann, Karla Nedder,

Sandra Jansen, & Carla

Schueller

Clyde Rosencrance,

Melissa Chiumento,

Sarah Beckley, Pamela

Herkes, & Christoph

Lilienfein

https://prudential.webex.com/prudential/ldr.php?

RCID=ad151716fe024998aa9a33592387661c

Increase

client

satisfaction

and Advisor

loyalty

Easier to do

business with (easy

to find the

information they

are looking for and

do the things they

want to do)

Ease the doing of

business digitally with

Prudential for all users

(Sponsors/

Intermediaries and

internal users)  to retain

97% profitable business

and grow revenue by

$20m

Senior sponsors can

self-service to

evaluate, monitor,

take action on plan

design changes and

solution adoption,

from dashboard

Create an intuitive

sponsor and advisor

experience

To have a plan sponsor

website that is

appealing to

prospective clients and

makes the day to day of

the plan admin easy for

our sponsors and

advisors 

Show insights to the client

based on data, past

actions and "things" the

stakeholder needs to see

Create a

differentiated

experience that

makes it easy for

sponsors to

administer their

retirement plan.

Create an

experience that

makes the client

come back again

Create an

experience that

demonstrates

the value of the

retirement

program

Create an

experience which the

client wants to

'interact' with

Pivot to another

Project 

Technology

challenges

External M&A activity

can impact the

business or our own

M&A prevents build

Outside/market

factors that

change user's

priorities

Do we have

metrics to track

performance of

improvements?

Too

expensive

to build

HMW - Push did you

know? (case study)

AND Pull - act on

opportunity 

How do we show

relevant case studies

to show what's in it for

them?

Show

industry

trends and

how they

compare

HMW - provide - not

statistics - but industry

trend to act to retain and

onboard talent

How can sponsors

save costs?

How do we help

Advisors grow their

business?

HMW - Concentrate on

users - current and

future - who will

realistically use the site

HMW - communicate

effectively to Advisors -

not too much - and

valuable?

How do we show what

we (Pru & Advisor) did to

improve their plan &

outcomes

How do we give them a

reason to come to the

site... like our

communications (Launch

Box, etc.) 

HMW predict the insights

clients are looking for and

have them ready on the

homepage so they don't

have to run a report.

HMW - Use modern

tools to create

interactive graphs

(when it's useful)

HMW - Improve

navigation

HMW - Leverage

keyboard short-cuts

to allow power users

to navigate

HMW - Create a

modular experience so

we can show and hide

screen elements

HMW - Create a

system that allows us

to do A/B testing in

production

HMW - Leverage

useful aspects of

Stars (SP?)

How do we

simplify the

user

experience?  

HMW - 

HMW  - customize

alerts 

HMW - give more

transparency 

HMW - give them

additional access to

things like STARs

HMW - make it more

guided 

How do we make

the UX more

user/role focused

and

personalized?

HMW incorporate more

growth details (ppt

enrollment QoQ, Assets

YoY), and HCE % and avg

balance)

HMW integrate and

roll out to non-DC at

same time as DC?

HMW build in more

relevant content (not just

stats) e.g. Pru Today

roadmap info, etc.
HMW enable sponsors

to set goals and tailor

content/insights to those

goals?

How do we target

content/alerts to

the user... let them

pick what they

want to see?

Allow user to pick quick

links to get to where they

want without having to

navigate there via normal

nav?  EZ-Pass

HMW provide quick

links catered

towards logged in

users role

How do we

work across

both (B2B &

PruHub)

platforms?

HMW get off of old

B2B

How do we help

user understand

everything they

can do (walk

me)?

HMW implement

Bookmarking

capabilities

HMW implement an

assistant to guide

the user to website

areas

Assistant... what do

you want to do

today?  

HMW ensure that we do

not display content that

is not attributable to DB -

Taft Hartley folks

Machine learning on

what data user

commonly is looking

at on site.

Need to improve

ease of navigation

What are the client

needs and have

them front and

center

Communication

How do we use past

behavior to tailor

future suggestions

and quick links?

Benchmarking / 

Industry trends

How do we

keep the

language

simple and

consistent?

How do we make it

easy to use and

navigate?

How do we bring

stuff that the client

needs up front?

How do we

increase

transparency -

STARS access

HMW show rolled

information easily

HMW have functionality/

statistics important for

benefit administrators,

TPAs and consultants

HMW show insights

from STARS on

employee servicing

Big Idea: Boiler

Maker accessing

STARS

Adoption

HMW implement true

benchmarking and not

just use Pru's book of

business

day to day

rolled up stats

to help

adminstrators

HMW - rollup more

data on the landing

page

CSMs and RMs

HMW - make the

home page more

impactful 

HMW - make the site

more integrated for

TRS clients 

HMW - have a

consistent

experience for TRS

customers 

HMW - incorporate

the MYS into the

website

HMW - add more

thought leadership 

HMW - include more

benchmarking 

HMW - include

communication

materials library for

sponsor distribution

HMW - balance data

with usability 

Trustee looking for

pricing information

How can we shut

off things that

don't apply to

certain markets

(TH, Gov't, etc.)?

Information

types

Trustee looking for

benchmark

information

Personalization

Trustees, would

lower benefit

consultant the cost

be beneficial?

HMW add metrics on

the homepage

without cluttering the

page

How can we rollup more

stats on the home page...

more about figures about

HCEs vs non- HCE's, etc.

More insights

How do we surface

up the most critical

information to the

top?

HMW bring qualified

and non qual

information together

on sponsor site

HMW show quarterly

plan changes

Benefit types:

NonQual etc.

Gov't - need more

high-level data

overview Quarter

over Quarter data

Focus on

growth or key

stats like

enrollment,

contributions,

rollovers, etc?

NQ - Admin- How

do we better

integrate NQ with

qualified plans and

report across

platforms

NQ: integrated

experience with TRS

at login

HMW show metrics that

include different types of

plans on the same page.

ie NQ, Q, DC, DBFunding

aspects for

NQ... link to

trust assets

HMW bring funding

information for non

qual plans

NQ funding level

Think across

DC/DB/NQ -

payfees is only

for DC and not

DB.... think TRS

Expand capabilities

from DC to DB

(Payroll)

HMW add the

multiyear strategy on

the homepage as

reminders

HMW - Provide DB

Plan functionality: Bill

Pay - TRS experience

HMW bring invoice

payments

functionality for DB

After multi-year

strategy...

continue

conversation and

updates on the

site

Capture takeaways

from committee

meeting and drip

solutions

Show where we (Pru) are

and where we're going...

thought leadership,

roadmaps, etc.

HMW add Pru

content like our

roadmaps and

important topics

HMW show enriched

content like we do for

pru today page and FW

sites that is personalized

More content on

future development,

product and case

studies

Surveys for

sponsors to

gauge interest

in capabilities or

ideas

Capture from user

what they want to

see or do

HMW show plan data

benchmarked to

internal and external

data 

Have

access to

archive

data

Let them subscribe

to content, ideas,

concepts that they

are interested in

Insights from

participant site data

HMW - best show

benchmarking and

industry trends

industry trend

and

benchmarks...

how does the

plan compare

Allow them to set

alerts/goals and

notify them of

changes?

HMW - Provide essential

information for different

audeinces (Cares Act

etc.)

HMW show educational

material where clients

can also add their own

content

HMW - become a 

"feed" about relevant

industry news

HMW give clients

ability to subscribe to

webinars and

forward to others

HMW - address different

audiences: active

employees, terminated

employees, etc.?

HMW - provide just

the right amount of

information: Not too

much or too little?

HMW - utilize alerts

for various goals and

targets

Set alert when they

hit a goal

HMW give clients ability

to setup alerts for

meeting the plan

thresholds and take

actions

HMW - create goal

tracking

HMW allow Govt. clients

the ability to generate ad

hoc reporting on their

own.

Ease of Use /

Navigation

HMW - Create best

of class interfaces

that set us apart

HMW - Create an

experience that delights

while still being inclusive

and accessible

HCE balances,

Participation rate -

not big driver. Non

compensated EE 

HMW - provide info

valuable to Jumbo

clients: Plan growth,

YoY Assets.

HMW - provide info

valuable to NonQual

admins: Integration

between NonQual and

Qualified

HMW - Provide info

valuable for nonQual C-

Suite - funding aspects:

COLI, and other Linked

assets

HMW - utilize

innovative ways to

personalize and

preference

HMW - Provide info

valuable to C-Suite

such as dollars and

match?

HMW - Create best

of class interfaces

that set us apart

HMW - Create an

experience that delights

while still being inclusive

and accessible

HMW better show

what's going on in

the industry

HMW have a mobile

app /way to interact

via mobile

HMW show a better

finance view that helps

make plans efficient,

save money

HMW show advisor

all plans in one place

HMW show selective

product information

based on client

needs

HMW make sponsor site the

one place where they come

for information replacing

emails and other

communications 

HMW get away from

click based navigation

and make content more

interactive and intuitive

HMW show insights

from STARS on

employee servicing

HMW bring qualified

and non qual

information together

on sponsor site

HMW bring funding

information for non

qual plans

HMW bring invoice

payments

functionality for DB
HMW show enriched

content like we do for

pru today page and FW

sites that is personalized

HMW show plan data

benchmarked to

internal and external

data 

HMW show educational

material where clients

can also add their own

content

HMW give clients

ability to subscribe to

webinars and

forward to others

HMW give clients ability

to setup alerts for

meeting the plan

thresholds and take

actions

HMW - include

communication

materials library for

sponsor distribution

HMW - Show Advisors

an experience that helps

them prove that we're

the best choice 

HMW - incorporate

the MYS into the

website

HMW add Pru

content like our

roadmaps and

important topics

HMW - have a

consistent

experience for TRS

customers 

HMW - Make sure

we ONLY display

information that is

important

HMW - Engage C-

Suite on Roadmaps

and direction

HMW  - customize

alerts 

HMW - Edify

Prudential brand /

differentiate with C-

Suite

HMW implement true

benchmarking and not

just use Pru's book of

business

HMW - Create the

ability to iterate after

going live with new

features/functionality

Assisted guidance /

Chatbot on what you

want to do today

HMW - simplify the site

to make info easy to find

depending on needs

(personalized

dashboard?)  

Personalize to

relevant content

Challenges: role

based limiatiions

HMW - incorporate

analytics to identify

patterns  

How might we provide

current compliance

information on the site

HMW - Provide

executives the tools to

understand why we're

helping them save and

grow

HMW - make the

home page more

impactful 

HMW - Create a best

of class experience

on all devices

HMW insure that we

are delivering value

to the audiences

HMW add the

multiyear strategy on

the homepage as

reminders

HMW deliver data in

new ways that

provide new value to

advisors

HMW - leverage

insight we already

have and place on

site for C-suite

HMW - deliver

communications to

advisors through the

site

HMW - connect our

existing value add of

business building

programs for advisors

Machine learning on

what data user

commonly is looking

at on site.

HMW - balance data

with usability 

HMW - Leverage

useful aspects of

Stars (SP?)

HMW - streamline

content to advisors

using the advisor

center

HMW - Make certain

data as close to real-

time as possible

Sales View:

Reporting and asset

value

Sales View:

Regulatory news

Sales View; Basic

view on Mobile

device

HMW - give more

transparency 

How might we provide

day to day folks with

quick catered content

while engaging more

senior folks

Sponsor Center:

Avoid the hardsell

HMW - reduce clicks 

HMW - Concentrate on

users - current and

future - who will

realistically use the site

How might we save

money for plans and

show that on the site

Trustee looking for

pricing information

Trustee looking for

benchmark

information HMW - create

relevant and timely -

not stale

information?

HMW - focus conversations

toward acting on relevant,

new  information instead of

the everyday recordkeeping,

etc.

HMW - create a

great mobile

experience desired

by the audience?

HMW - avoid the

hard sell - pushy

approach?

HMW - communicate

effectively to Advisors -

not too much - and

valuable?

HMW implement

Bookmarking

capabilities

HMW - Show Advisors

an experience that helps

them prove that we're

the best choice 

HMW - show the growth,

(or dropoff) show the

results / consequences

to justify sponsor costs.

HMW provide quick

links catered

towards logged in

users role

HMW - Leverage

keyboard short-cuts

to allow power users

to navigate

More content on

future development,

product and case

studies
Quick link to

commonly used tool

How might we display

comparisons with

matching contributions

and participant retirement

readiness

Need to keep user

coming back to the

site to prevent

inactivity

How might we

choose metrics that

interest our target

audience

HMW - best show

benchmarking and

industry trends

Show them the

COOL stuff (the shiny

objects) 

Advisor shares the

information with the client

and client adopts solutions.

Advisor keeps this in mind

for next client prospect they

have for us.

habituates to the site

Plan Sponsor

administrator

Co-create the

experience with

admins

Personalize site

based on historic

actions

Visit sponsor site

because it's the

fastest most efficient

way

Realize that process

is more simple and

streamlined 

User becomes

promotor of

Prudential's

habituates to the site

Prospective

Client

Capabilities are

highlighted in RFP

and demos are

provided

We get invited to a

finalist presentation

At finalist presentation

we do a live demo and

facilitate q&a and

demonstrate our

differentiators 

Follow ups/Site visit - if

further questions are

asked we ensure they

have all info to make

decision

We get WIN 

Client is onboarded

and trained on how

to use site 

Client Uses new site

Show them the

COOL stuff (the shiny

objects) 

C-Suite

Call to alert about

new changes

catered to them

Setup Zoom meeting

to screenshare

Point out the

Multiyear Strategy

Show Benchmarking

against competitors

Show Pru articles

section that help

plans and their

particpants

Ask if there are other

information they'd

like to see

Follow up on

feedback on a

personal level, no

surveys

Usage of site increases:

Increase in purchase of

Products and services 

DISCOVER LEARN START USING END

GOAL

Advisor

Adviosr is preparing for

an interaction with a

client and wants to

review plan performance

Advisor reviews plan

performance and has

benchmarks of the plans

performance vs other plan in

their book plus all Pru plans

Advisor is guided to

areas of plan

performance to discuss

and is guided to

potential solutions

Potential solutions are

integrated into clients

plan and shows impact

to plan results and costs

Advisor shares the

information with the client

and client adopts solutions.

Advisor keeps this in mind

for next client prospect they

have for us.

Plan

Sponsor 

Sponsor Center dashboard

shows metrics relevant to

sponsors decision-making

role and product type 

Metrics enforced by

relevant insights and

benchmarking

Insights/benchmarking

tied to actions the

sponsor can take to

optimize plan

See case studies that

reinforce potential

outcomes to the client

and plan particpants

Self-service adoption

capabilities to take

immediate action

Monitor the performance

of adopted solutions and

show results on

dashbord.

Model solutions and

project impact and

cost 

HMW determine

which insights are the

most relevant to

decision-makers?

HMW personalize

based on specific

user interests?

How do we show what

we (Pru & Advisor) did to

improve their plan &

outcomes

HMW - simplify the site

to make info easy to find

depending on needs

(personalized

dashboard?)  

Apple Widgets 
PruForce

Variety of widget tiles that

I can customize and swap

out as my needs change 

new widgets being rolled

out consistently 

Create a custom

dashboard that I can save

and navigate between

different dashboards 

I can choose look and feel

as well as specific content

YouTube TV

Pop up box clearly calls out a service

change

Customized dashboard shows me

my favorite shows and suggestions

Same experience on desktop vs

app 

Custom to me even though I share

YouTube TV with another family

member

HMW provide value to

Taft/Gov't trustees to

encourage them to use

the Sponsor site?

HMW integrate and

roll out to non-DC at

same time as DC?

HMW enable sponsors

to set goals and tailor

content/insights to those

goals?

HMW provide value

specifically to

Advisors?

HMW personalize

based on specific

user interests?

HMW develop a tiered approach to

getting the user to the content they

need:  1. Customization based on

user type 2. Personalization based

on preferences 3. Guidance/

automation  to get to internal content

directly

HMW incorporate more

growth details (ppt

enrollment QoQ, Assets

YoY), and HCE % and avg

balance)

HMW do Quick Links

more effectively to allow

direct navigation to

internal pages?

How might we...

effectively incorporate

case studies to meet C-

suites' needs?

HMW determine

which insights are the

most relevant to

decision-makers?

HMW integrate DYK

insights to

encourage plan

optimization?

HMW support mobile

responsiveness for

sponsor?

HMW build in more

relevant content (not just

stats) e.g. Pru Today

roadmap info, etc.

HMW clearly

communicate the value

of plan design changes

and solutions?

C-suite:  Imagine Lana

is the top key plan

metric visualization with

insight and suggested

action.  Playlist could be

additional prioritized

metrics or links to

relevant tools like

modeling.  Right pane

can also include Rock

Solid Score and report

on performance of

adopted solutions.   

D2D Admin:  More

pragmatic layout

designed for easy

access to admin

tools, reports, etc. 

Tiles can be

moved around

based on

preference.

Simple menu for

selecting role, if

we can't detect via

logic.  Selection

would be saved

for future visits.

Masonry-Moving-Tiles

File

Personal Capital

Bank of America

Mint

LINK to Demo
Open link

Masonry Movable Tiles

Appreciated

Personalization

from Gmail

No Unnecessary

Alerts or

Communications

This info is important, but

they take the opportunity

to also try up-selling:

Too many features can

decrease quality:

Tiles/navigation

would be based on

plan

rec

commendability -

for C-Suite

parralax

tells a

astory

Push data to

customers - not

necessarily

having to visit

the site

PDF Sheena

PDF ashu

rate me provides us

with insights -

accross sponsors

Learn More and

aspects allow you to

drill in

Alerts allow you to

take action

Top call reasons

Service team - allows

user to cobrowse /

Chat

Nicer relationship

with user - friendlier /

less formal

Acknowledging they

are there for a reason

and we have them here

for a reason

Numbers should

always have Industry

Average - context

provides meaning

Opportunity to share

something / market

appropriately to this

audience

Hovering will let you

move blocks

IMPORTANT: Cobrand

w/ Logo - consistent

accross material - easily

updated DAM

User has already

taken action - but will

be provided

opportunities

Link directly to things

that are attractive to

advisors

Plan names etc

needs to be

consistant!

Click to understand

vernacular?

Focus on

personalization

Insights above

functional links

Default will be

insights focussed

caroussel will

provide >1 insights

Customer not

interested in Pru's

insights: Just the

facts!

Preferences among

links

Who are you? -

determines your

customized

dashboard

Work management

tool - highlights

actiions / To-dos

Allows you to

contact your service

team right on the

page

Push content we

think user will be

interested in based

on past experience

Plan Health tool -

takeaway for

committee meeting

Takes Sponsor out of

the middle - auditor

can self serve with

Sponsors 

Reports and documents

to avoid time on phone -

secure and set period of

time

Your selection would

bypass you to the

right place

Less of a need to

"learn" the interface

Less of a need to

"click" - simpler and

more immediate

Captures different

aspects of the

different plans: Non-

Qual etc.

Know who is coming

in and accessing

info?

Why are we all here?

What are the

objectives?

Common actions

brought in

External sites like education

for participants - look at

some of our solutions and

products. Custom website?

Progressive web app

for notifications?

Reports pushed to

phone and mobile

optimized?

Progressive web app

for notifications?

Running benefits for

manufacturing,

segments - allow

them to RATE

Conversions &

feedback

We could develop

things that users do

not value

Not thinking big/bold

enough

Will Advisors and C-

suite level folks find

the data/info they

need?

Can we create an

experience that

differentiates us from

our competition?

We could develop

things that users do

not value

Not thinking big/bold

enough

Will Advisors and C-

suite level folks find

the data/info they

need?

Can we create an

experience that

differentiates us from

our competition?

We could develop

things that users do

not value

Not thinking big/bold

enough

Will Advisors and C-

suite level folks find

the data/info they

need?

Can we create an

experience that

differentiates us from

our competition?

We could develop

things that users do

not value

Not thinking big/bold

enough

Will Advisors and C-

suite level folks find

the data/info they

need?

Can we create an

experience that

differentiates us from

our competition?

We could develop

things that users do

not value

Not thinking big/bold

enough

Will Advisors and C-

suite level folks find

the data/info they

need?

Can we create an

experience that

differentiates us from

our competition?

We could develop

things that users do

not value

Not thinking big/bold

enough

Will Advisors and C-

suite level folks find

the data/info they

need?

Can we create an

experience that

differentiates us from

our competition?

We could develop

things that users do

not value

Not thinking big/bold

enough

Will Advisors and C-

suite level folks find

the data/info they

need?

Can we create an

experience that

differentiates us from

our competition?

We could develop

things that users do

not value

Not thinking big/bold

enough

Will Advisors and C-

suite level folks find

the data/info they

need?

Can we create an

experience that

differentiates us from

our competition?

We could develop

things that users do

not value

Not thinking big/bold

enough

Will Advisors and C-

suite level folks find

the data/info they

need?

Can we create an

experience that

differentiates us from

our competition?

Plan

Sponsor

dashboard - do

they like ability to

customize? Do

they like this

view?  is it the

right info?

executive

center - is this

valuable?

would it be

utilized"? 

reporting

module - is it

easy? Are the

reports, fields,

and filters what

they need? 

Is there something

on the homepage

that you would never

click on?

Is there anything you

would like added to

this page?

Ability to

identify why

they are

there

trends - what

trending data

is most

valuable? 

First we'll show them

the existing Sponsor

Center demo

And we'll ask them what

information would be

useful to have on the

landing page view

Are there other sites or

apps that they like. What

do they like about those

apps/sites?

Then we'll show

them the landing

page for the new

prototype

Does this meet their

expectations? How

can this be

improved?

What do they think

they can do on this

new page?

We'll then show

them how to

customize the view

Ask if this meets

their expectations.

What's still missing?

Magic wand? What

would they do

differently?

What is most

important for you

that should be

prioritized?

Show the

current

Sponsor

Center

Show them reports and

documents that are used

in Committee or board

meetings

Show Customization

Tool - Is hiding and

showing sections of the

site something you

would use?

Is there something

on the homepage

that you would never

click on?

Ky

Then we'll show

them the landing

page for the new

prototype

Does this meet their

expectations? How

can this be

improved?

Fixed: - Plan name,

balance, etc. Plan

Health 360

Fixed: Action Items,

score, insights,

modelling and the

results

First we'll show them

the existing Sponsor

Center demo

Minimizeable: At a

Glance, but customize

/ remove / add to At a

Glance

Show ability to add

Goal Setting on

Sponsor Center

Predictive text

search: What

do you want

to do?

Model Goals: Participation Rate, Income

replacement ratio, Lower Expenses,

Feducuary responsibilities, Improve

Data / Data quality and accuracy (Show

current number to help them with the

goal) SHOW the goal in each tile: Self

serve? Likely not - determined in a

committee

Goal setter: What

would YOU want to

track here?

Data / Customizations

---

Find these on the plan

health page

Rugulatory, Information

on our products and

services - including

roadmap

Key Pru Events /

sponsorships and

caleddaring

Executives will not come here

- so test alerts - LinkedIn links

should take you HERE - what

will compel you to come

here? Users will set alerts: 

Notification center: What

are the critical things to

notify us on? Payroll,

Notices on Goals, etc.

Marketing sizzle:

Video, data sharing/

insight, webinars

https://www.prudential.com/corporate/insights

Open link

Meghan

Davey - Erin

Fanerbacher

Bring in current MyPru

Playbook - code &

Theory - conversational

tone - fresh new look

Ric Rock - utilize

similar style /

illustration

Look at Voya's data

visualization - Fun

and different way of

presenting info.

Average and medium

acct balance

Communication center:

Preferences, Message

plan sponsors about

alerts/problems -

document repository

https://design-sprint.com?remote-template
https://amzn.to/2xdb6MM
https://www.thesprintbook.com/remote
https://voltagecontrol.com/blog/the-voltage-control-design-sprint-scorecard/
https://www.jackiecolburn.com/
https://www.oracle.com/webfolder/technetwork/jet-320/demo/demo-masonryLayout-reorderTilesMasonryLayout.html?demoTheme=none&baseTheme=alta&formfactor=desktop
https://www.prudential.com/corporate/insights



